
Become the first ever Filmmaker to Win
the National Open Art Competition!
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NOA.15 Moving Image Award

Become the first ever film maker to win the National Open Art
Moving Image Competition

NOA. finally sees its first Moving Images after running an open art competition
for 19 years! And the £1,000 Award has been gifted by a truly amazing man
called Roy Pace.
Roy founded 'Camera Effects' in 1964, and was the title & special optical
sequences photographer for Superman among other films and has enjoyed a
successful and colourful career in the industry. We are enamoured with the close
connection between the NOA.15 Moving Image Award and Roy considering his
passion for film.

The Top 3 Short Films will be showcased in the NOA.15 Winter
Exhibition at the pioneering Royal College of Art, London from 21

October to
1 November 2015!
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We will do wonders for you career and your confidence! 
NOA.. are one of the few Art Competitions that guarantee their Artists work will be
genuinely ANONYMOUSLY Judged. Work is chosen on merit alone, so information
such as the Artist's name, age and career is withheld. All that is provided to the
Judges is the image you submit of your work, meaning if chosen for the
Winter Exhibition, your work has been endorsed by our Judges for its excellence and
in turn will bring you serious recognition as an Artist. 
We believe this justifies our claim that we offer a truly OPEN
 and genuinely fair Art Competition and this is our pledge to you.

the judges
 

 

The Royal College of Art Moving Image Pathway. For more information,
please Click Here

http://www.rca.ac.uk/schools/school-of-fine-art/pathways/moving-image-pathway/




Image : Paul Hawdon : Storm approaching Lake Maggiore

Know any budding photographers?
 



Those who seem to be able to capture that amazing smile or moment? Please
forward this to your photographer friend! This year, professional photographer
Amanda Harman will be joining Hughie O'Donoghue, Vanessa Branson, Rebecca
Hossack and David Lister on our panel of esteemed judges to cast her eye over not
only the photography but all the 7 mediums we now accept!
 

Moving Image - Short Film | Photography | Computer Generated Art

Painting | Drawing | Original Print  | Wall Hung Installation
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